Follow the Watch: Is Donald Trump a Catholic?
The title of this program is: 'Follow the Watch: Is Donald Trump a
Catholic? And it's also about the Blessed Virgin Mary because Mary is
prophesied way back in Genesis 3:15 to crush the head of the serpent
and yesterday was 3:15, that is March the 15th. And Q Anon, whom I
consider to be Donald Trump's prophetic alter-ego, posted a very
interesting chart, post number 3094, and he showed two watches
which Q Anon had previously published. One of the watches shows a
time of 3:15 and the other shows a time of 3:42 and both of those are
very significant Biblically. Q Anon is giving true prophecy, and as I say,
Q Anon is Donald Trump’s prophetic alter-ego.

In fact, I believe Donald Trump will eventually fulfill all the same three
roles that King David fulfilled; in other words, that of a king, and he's
already the President of the United States, that of a prophet, and that's
through his alter-ego, Q Anon, and eventually, that of a priest when he
becomes a Catholic; when he acknowledges the Blessed Virgin Mary’s
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role in these End Times. And he is already hinting at that through these
prophecies from Q Anon.
So, let's take a look at Q Anon's post yesterday, post number 3094
where he reprinted a post by an Anon who tied together the two watch
photographs that Q Anon had previously published along with a
POTUS schedule that came out yesterday. I'm going to put this on the
full screen so that we can get a closer look at what this post says.

"POTUS schedule, March 15th, 2019: the Declaration of National
Emergency on the Southern Border was authorized by US Attorney
General William Barr in the Oval Office at 3:42 p.m. Eastern Standard
Time." I think they may have Eastern Standard Time incorrect. I am
sure it was Eastern Daylight Time. Somebody should tell the White
House to get their posts up to date.
But the real significance about the times on these two watches is that
they refer to Bible prophecy and I did a previous video explaining that.
Let's take a look at Genesis 3:14 and 3:15. Now, the watch was set at
3:14 but because of the angle, it looked like 3:15. So let's read both of
those passages because they are both about the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Genesis 3:14, 'And the Lord God said to the serpent: because you
have done this thing you are cursed among all cattle, and the
beasts of the earth: upon your belly shall you go, and earth shall
you eat all the days of your life.' That's the curse put upon the
serpent by Almighty God himself.
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And verse 15 of Genesis, chapter 3, continues the curse upon the
serpent, 'I will put enmity between you (that is the Serpent) and the
woman (that is Mary) and your seed and her seed.' We are Mary’s
seed in the remnant Catholic Church and also, Donald Trump's
eventual Catholic Church, and Satan's seed is the Antichrist and his
minions in the One World Government and the One World
Religion. 'She shall crush your head.' By the way, discard any Bible
that says 'he' because Jesus is NOT going to crush the head of the
serpent; he has delegated that to Mary. I mean, if it took the power of
Almighty God to crush the serpent's head, then he could brag for all
eternity; 'look at me, it took God Almighty Himself to defeat me.' No, it's
going to be a little teenage Jewish girl who is going to crush the head
of the serpent. 'And you shall lie in wait for her heel.' That is the
correct translation; and that passage, the number of that passage,
indicates the Rosary, 3:15, the same as yesterday’s date, March 15th,
because there are three mysteries in a Rosary, the Joyful, the
Sorrowful and Glorious Mysteries and there are 15 decades. That's not
accidental. I'm not sure if Q Anon knew what he was posting with that
numerology but that's my job as a co-prophet to explain End Times
prophecy. And Daniel did not understand HIS prophecy, so why should
Q Anon? But nonetheless, the prophecy is true.
So now, let's look at the other prophecy and that would be 3:42; that
was the time on the other watch. And we're going to have to go a little
differently here; we're going to go to the third book in the New
Testament; that would be Luke, and we've going to look at the 42nd
verse which says: 'And she cried with a loud voice (this is Mary's
cousin, Elizabeth) and said blessed art thou among women and
blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus.' So, Q Anon is not only
giving a literal prophecy, and that had to do with Attorney General Barr
verifying those two watches, verifying that Q Anon is an insider, and I
believe Donald Trump, himself, but he's also giving a symbolic
interpretation. And that's typical of End Times prophecy.
And another very important aspect of End Times prophecy is sacred
numerology. The numerology indicates, almost always, in End Times
prophecy, that Mary will crush the head of the serpent. And it's
interesting that not only was it posted yesterday on 3:15, which
indicates Genesis 3:15, but the original watch face was posted on
January the 5th. And what would that number be? It would be 15, onefive. That's not accidental. And the second watch was posted on what
date? 3/2, March the 2nd. And what does that indicate? Well, three
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before two indicates God before man; the correct relationship of man
with his Creator. And three before two yields a fraction, three halves
and the resulting decimal is 1.5. Now, in Bible prophecy, we discard
decimal points. In other words, the second clock also gives us the
same numerical number, 15, the number of decades in a Rosary.
That is not accidental.
Incidentally what does two over three give you or in other words man
over God or before God; in other words man usurping Almighty God?
Well, that gives you the fraction two-thirds and the decimal .666, and,
as I say, we don't count decimal points in Bible prophecy. In other
words, Mary's Rosary 15, 5-5-5, will defeat the Antichrist’s number of
666. And I did my very first video here on YouTube almost 11 years
ago explaining the significance of two-thirds, 666.
And the third part of all End Times prophecy is you need a co-prophet.
As I said, I do not believe Q Anon or Donald Trump himself understood
this prophecy, not the symbolic interpretation, certainly. But that's the
most important! End Times prophecy is a work of the Holy Spirit! The
Holy Spirit always requires two people; for example, a man and a
woman are required to create a child. For example, speaking in
tongues: Saint Paul says, 'speaking in tongues has no edification
for the Church unless there is someone to interpret the
tongues.' It's the same way with End Times prophecy, which is what
Q Anon is giving us here. It takes a co-prophet to explain, especially
the End Times significance ,and that is more important than the
prophecy that Attorney General Barr was going to okay a wall on the
southern border, or I should say, a national emergency declaration.
In any case, that is my program for today. I hope you understand that
Donald Trump has three roles to play in these End Times and he is
going to eventually become a Catholic because he will recognize his
three roles. And one final reminder: you won't find this information
anywhere else on the internet or anywhere else on YouTube;
nonetheless it is accurate information and if you would like to help me
in my ministry, please click on the Pay Pal button, either on my
YouTube channel or on my Third Eagle Media.com website.
www.thirdeaglemedia.com/donate
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